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He will bring his laptop with him to all sales calls to search for insurance options for clients on the spot
whenever possible. Pricing Strategy We will not be the low-cost provider for our target market. Here is a
simple process you can follow to identify, analyze, and determine the strengths and weaknesses of your
competition. We are proud that Acme Insurance Inc. Acme Insurance is a privately incorporated company in
the Smalltown district and is licensed to transact both Life and General Insurance. Your goal is to thoroughly
understand the characteristics and purchasing ability of potential customers in your market. Or say you plan to
sell services to local businesses; try to determine the amount they currently spend on similar services. Who is
responsible for which aspects of the business? Weakness â€” very little obviously, since we insure very few of
the professions. Learn from competitor strengths, take advantage of competitor's weaknesses, and apply the
same analysis to your own business plan. Again, potential spending power is an important number to quantify.
Our staff has specialists in commercial insurance that can properly service and underwrite local business. By
building business through Kolem Plynthe's own sales work and then through an additional associate, the
business is expected to significantly grow its revenue streams, especially in the target market of younger
clients, in these first three years of operation. Sales and Marketing Providing great products and services is
wonderful, but customers must actually know those products and services exist. In the event of a claim, our
clients know that we are there to provide help and counsel to ensure a fast, speedy claim settlement. This may
provide a chance to pick up all of the insured's business because, in many instances, they contact us after being
told by their previous broker that, in spite of their claims-free status, the broker doesn't want their house
insurance. Now distill what you've learned by answering these questions in your business plan: Who are my
current competitors? To maintain this expertise, Plynthe Insurance will devote time and energy to training and
course work, and will subscribe to trade periodicals and newsletters. The more thoroughly you answer the
following questions, the better you will understand your market. They feel that if they have installed central
alarms and bars, they can take the chance of self insurance. Formulate plans to acquire another brokerage.
Income by demographics. In marketing terms, what does your competition do that works well? Staff, because
of salary, do not appear to be very knowledgeable or aggressive. Is research and development required, either
during start-up or as an ongoing operation? Fortunately, you've already done some of the legwork. The key is
to understand the market in general terms and then to dig deeper to understand whether there are specific
segments within that market--the segments you plan to target--that can become customers and support the
growth of your business. The Market Opportunities section provides a sense-check of that analysis, which is
particularly important since choosing the right products and services is such a critical factor in business
success. We are looking to strengthen this part of our operation in the future. Both groups may only purchase
policies with small premiums at the moment, but their loyalty will turn into an annuity of renewals and
opportunities to sell additional policies as they age. Our Insurance and Real Estate brokerage operates from
two central locations. So don't simply plan to spend money on a variety of advertising efforts. In our case the
cycling rental business does not require much segmentation. Is your market likely to grow? What market do
current competitors target? Spending ability is important.


